Minutes of Ashland Conservation Commission

January 25, 2017

Members present, Walter Durack, Harold Lamos, Amanda Loud and Kathleen DeWolfe meeting called to order at 6:30 with reading and acceptance of December 28, 2016 minutes.

1. Walter Durack and Kathleen DeWolfe attended the Budget Committee meeting to clarify 2017 budget request of $1,250 which was accepted and approved by the committee.

2. Reading of mail forwarded by the town clerk for “liberty” trees that was discussed and declined.

3. Continued discussion of the Northern Pass project as it enters the SEC adjudication phase.

4. Reply to Plymouth Conservation Commission on Pemi Oxbow Project.

5. Memo on invasive species disposal to be discussed at a later Spring meeting.

6. Discussion of membership to SLA and SLCS and cost,

Meeting adjourned at 7:30. Submitted by Kathleen DeWolfe